
Driving 
productivity 

in major projects 
and programmes

making the difference



Why our 
clients call
Our clients ask us to support in driving productivity during:

Setup – To implement efficient processes at the outset.   
Or where challenging time targets and budgets exist.

Delivery – To maximise productivity in the delivery of capital projects.   
Or to recover those already slipping or where poor performance is now hampering 
progress.

Operation – To drive excellence in programmes and operations by solving 
problems, eliminating waste and reducing costs.

The end-to-end project lifecycle and supply chain – To add pace where 
needed and build a momentum for improvement.

 
Typical results include:

n			Focussing on customer value to raise client margins by 20%

n			Simplifying processes and halving non-value adding activity

n			Doubling quality with a right-first-time focus

n			Stopping programme slippage, driving plan adherence bottom-up and 
accelerating project timelines by up to 15%

n			Making a step-change in end-to-end efficiency 

n			Reducing and avoiding cost (£3.5m prelim savings on one project) 

n			Improving supply chain flexibility and cutting lead-times by 40%

n			Removing 70% of administrative and reactive tasks 

n			Building our client’s internal problem-solving and improvement capability to 
sustain the results on our departure

n			Often delivering a 10:1 return on the investment in our services



How we 
can help
Turner & Townsend Suiko has a passion for productivity improvement 
across programmes, projects, and operations.  We work with ambitious 
businesses and their supply chains to embed the benefits of factory 
thinking. 

An effective and efficient business truly understands value from the customer’s 
point of view and strives to continually drive performance by delivering this with 
the optimum level of resource (e.g. people, capital, knowledge, research, design, 
overheads).  

We encourage our clients to push the boundaries of conventional processes, 
projects and operations.  Our sustainable approach, which focusses on 
transferring knowledge, ensures our clients become expert at identifying ‘non 
value add’ activities and eliminating them – breaking constraints and traditional 
thinking.

Whether working at either a strategic or tactical level, leaders should instil a 
mind-set to challenge thinking and achieve: 

n	 	Effective collaboration – Focus the whole supply chain on the same 
objectives (of quality, time, cost and risk) rather than individual agendas.

n	 	Optimum resources – Align the right skills, the right people, in the right 
place, at the right time.

n	 	Robust performance management – Provide assurance that the agreed 
performance can always be achieved.

n	 	Right first time quality – Build in quality to reduce project costs and ongoing 
legacy issues.

n	 	End to end efficiency – Reduce complexity, ‘noise’ and rework from concept 
through to the end user.



What we do

Suiko Why™
the compelling reason to change … 
achieving exceptional results by 
applying a Lean/manufacturing mind-
set and bridging the productivity gap

Suiko What™
20% tools and 80% behaviours … 
embedding exceptional practices and 
continuously improving by taking the 
right steps in the right order

Suiko How™
the leadership and enablers to make it 
happen … accelerating and sustaining 
the change by building capability and 
wide-spread commitment

Proven approach
Tried and tested formula – 
transferring best practice

Expert people
We have been there and  
done it before

Trusted relationships
We provide hands-on, 
pragmatic advice and support

Sustainable results 
We deliver multiple return on 
investment

Easier, 
Better, 

Faster & 
Cheaper



Process efficiency

n			Designing and setting-up optimal organisations, supply chains and workflows 
– avoiding complexity 

n			Implementing effective and efficient processes from the outset – assuring 
quality, building-in a right first time approach and avoiding waste 

n			Turning off-site manufacturing, assembly and supply chain strategies into action 
– reducing time and cost

n			Developing a culture of improvement and problem solving – driving ownership 
and accountability

30%  
reduction in man hours within 

established processes

>60% 
improvement in document flow 

from a collaborative and 
focused team



Project productivity

n			Planning and engaging with supply chain partners – demonstrating 
collaboration and teamwork

n			Delivering consistent and reliable project performance – applying measures 
and controls

n			Driving project productivity – improving quality, compressing time, and 
minimising waste

n			Turning around performance – recovering projects and programmes

40%  
reduction in build time – with  

13 stalled projects cleared

68% to >90%  
rise in weekly activity completion  

rates and a doubling of daily 
production activities



Operational excellence

n			Applying ‘manufacturing’ best practice – maximising the improvement 
opportunities

n			Transforming and continuously improving programmes and operations  
– adding value, driving performance and eliminating waste 

n			Challenging ways of working – engaging the whole organisation in 
Operational Excellence  

n			Embedding a continuous improvement capability – learning and sustaining 
the improvement

20% 
improvement in margin for 

facilities management

£2million  
of costs avoided and design  

productivity doubled



For more information:

t: +44 (0)1225 852400
e: ttsuiko@turntown.co.uk
www.turnerandtownsend.com
www.suiko.co.uk

Turner & Townsend Suiko Limited
Bath Brewery
Toll Bridge Road
Bath
BA1 7DE
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